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By Adam Dickson, Remmert Wielinga, Paul Cowcher, Tommaso Bernabei

IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Triathlon: Serious About Your
Sport, Adam Dickson, Remmert Wielinga, Paul Cowcher, Tommaso Bernabei, "Triathlon: Serious
About Your Sport" is for you if you've tried a triathlon and want to take your skills to a new level, or if
you already swim, cycle or run and now want to extend yourself beyond a single discipline. Experts
in all three disciplines, plus specialist triathletes, will guide you through all aspects of improving
your technique in all sports and at the all-important transitions, as well as fine-tuning your race
tactics. A sports psychologist will help get your mind right for the huge challenge ahead, while a
physical trainer and sports nutritionist set out plans for improving your overall fitness and health.
Finally, specialist programmes will guide you as you balance your training between all disciplines
to maximize your race performance. Few events will challenge you as much mentally and physically
as a triathlon."Triathlon: Serious About Your Sport" will guide you through the minefield of
questions. Do you work harder at improving the times of your best discipline or sacrifice your
precious training time on getting your weakest discipline up to scratch? How can you...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform
you that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Hank Treutel-- Hank Treutel

It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to
like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Shaina Legros III-- Ms. Shaina Legros III
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